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Cold War 2016-11-20
the cold war between the united states and the soviet union
lasted from the end of world war ii until the end of the 1980s
over the course of five decades they never came to blows directly
rather these two world superpowers competed in other arenas
that would touch almost every corner of the globe inside you will
read about what was the cold war the origins of the cold war
world war ii and the beginning of the cold war the cold war in
the 1950s the cold war in the 1960s the cold war in the 1970s
the cold war in the 1980s and the end of the cold war both
interfered in the affairs of other countries to win allies for their
opposing ideologies in the process governments were
destabilized ideas silenced revolutions broke out and culture was
controlled this overview of the cold war provides the story of how
these two countries came to oppose one another and the impact
it had on them and others around the world

Statecraft and Security 1998-09-13
in this book a group of influential and distinguished scholars
analyse some of the key questions in contemporary international
relations the book is in three parts in the first the lessons and
legacies of cold war are examined including debates about its
rise and fall and the implications of the superpower nuclear
confrontation part ii asks questions about powers and politics in
the post cold war world the usa s potential as a world leader
russia s troubled future japan s potential power the china
syndrome and africa s problems the final part looks further into
the future discussing international organisation life politics and
the potentialities for human society under the conditions of
globalisation the book shows how different countries and
different groups of countries are confronting urgent issues of
statecraft in a period of radical global transformation
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An Introduction to International
Relations 2011-10-17
invaluable to students and those approaching the subject for the
first time an introduction to international relations second
edition provides a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to
international relations its traditions and its changing nature in an
era of globalisation thoroughly revised and updated it features
chapters written by a range of experts from around the world it
presents a global perspective on the theories history
developments and debates that shape this dynamic discipline and
contemporary world politics now in full colour and accompanied
by a password protected companion website featuring additional
chapters and case studies this is the indispensable guide to the
study of international relations

The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War
2013-01-31
the oxford handbook of the cold war offers a broad reassessment
of the period war based on new conceptual frameworks
developed in the field of international history nearing the 25th
anniversary of its end the cold war now emerges as a distinct
period in twentieth century history yet one which should be
evaluated within the broader context of global political economic
social and cultural developments the editors have brought
together leading scholars in cold war history to offer a new
assessment of the state of the field and identify fundamental
questions for future research the individual chapters in this
volume evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war s
reach in world history they call into question orthodox ways of
ordering the chronology of the cold war and also present new
insights into the global dimension of the conflict even though
each essay offers a unique perspective together they show the
interconnectedness between cold war and national and
transnational developments including long standing conflicts that
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preceded the cold war and persisted after its end or global
transformations in areas such as human rights or economic and
cultural globalization because of its broad mandate the volume is
structured not along conventional chronological lines but
thematically offering essays on conceptual frameworks regional
perspectives cold war instruments and cold war challenges the
result is a rich and diverse accounting of the ways in which the
cold war should be positioned within the broader context of
world history

Rethinking the Cold War 1998
the end of the cold war should have been an occasion to reassess
its origins history significance and consequences yet most
commentators have restated positions already developed during
the cold war they have taken the break up of the soviet union the
shift toward capitalism and electoral politics in eastern europe
and countries formerly in the ussr as evidence of a moral and
political victory for the united states that needs no further
elaboration this collection of essays offers a more complex and
nuanced analysis of cold war history it challenges the prevailing
perspective which editor allen hunter terms vindicationism
writing from different disciplinary and conceptual vantage points
the contributors to the collection invite a rethinking of what the
cold war was how fully it defined the decades after world war ii
what forces sustained it and what forces led to its demise by
exploring a wide range of central themes of the era rethinking
the cold war widens the discussion of the cold war s place in post
war history and intellectual life

The Cold War 2015
during the second world war the united states and the soviet
union had worked together to defeat nazi germany but in the
years after the war ended the former allies became bitter rivals
the two superpowers did not fight each other directly instead
they tried to get other countries to support their political and
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economic systems the soviet union supported the establishment
of communist governments that would answer to soviet leaders
the united states spent billions of dollars to rebuild western
europe and sent military advisers and troops to many places in
order to counter the threat of communist expansion the period of
u s soviet tensions from 1947 until the fall of the soviet union in
1991 is known as the cold war this book in the major u s
historical wars series examines the events that led up to the cold
war it discusses the political and military strategies that the
world s two superpowers the united states and the soviet union
employed and provides information about key people battles and
events the policies of the cold war had an enormous impact on
the modern world each title in this series contains color photos
maps chronology and back matter including an index further
reading lists for books and internet resources and a series
glossary mason crest s editorial team has placed key icons to
look for throughout the books in this series in an effort to
encourage library readers to build knowledge gain awareness
explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints through our
content rich non fiction books key icons are as follows words to
understand are shown at the front of each chapter with
definitions these words are then used in the prose throughout
that chapter and are emboldened so that the reader is able to
reference back to the definitions building their vocabulary and
enhancing their reading comprehension sidebars are highlighted
graphics with content rich material within that allows readers to
build knowledge and broaden their perspectives by weaving
together additional information to provide realistic and holistic
perspectives text dependent questions are placed at the end of
each chapter they challenge the reader s comprehension of the
chapter they have just read while sending the reader back to the
text for more careful attention to the evidence presented there
research projects are provided at the end of each chapter as well
and provide readers with suggestions for projects that encourage
deeper research and analysis a series glossary of key terms is
included in the back matter contains terminology used
throughout the series words found here broaden the reader s
knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field
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A Global History of the Cold War,
1945-1991 2021-09-25
this textbook provides a dynamic and concise overview of the
cold war offering balanced coverage of the whole era it takes a
firmly global approach showing how at various times the focus of
east west rivalry shifted to new and surprising venues from laos
to katanga from nicaragua to angola throughout jenkins
emphasises intelligence technology and religion as well as
highlighting themes that are relevant to the present day a rich
array of popular culture examples is used to demonstrate how
the crisis was understood and perceived by mainstream
audiences across the world and the book includes three snapshot
chapters which offer an overview of the state of play at pivotal
moments in the conflict 1946 1968 and 1980 in order to
illuminate the inter relationship between apparently discrete
situations this is an essential introduction for students studying
cold war twentieth century or global history

Cold War: Global Impact and Lessons
Learned 2019-05-31
this interdisciplinary text takes into account the impact of the
cold war on various locales groups societies organizations and
technology included in this work are chapters on education
political groups cultural challenges and rivalries nuclear
technology and weaponry the impact of nuclear exposure and the
new global order in a postnuclear age edited by an historian each
chapter is written from multiple disciplinary perspectives
political science history social science science and medicine
making this work exceptionally unique with broad sweeping
conceptual frameworks methods and points of analysis all the
while focused upon a four decade era of fear the work of
stivachtis and manning offer an engaging look into the
organization of the international community world affairs and
intercultural challenges during the cold war to understand the
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impact on global society through the lens of the english school of
international relations cimbalas chapter delves into the
challenges to controlling and understanding nuclear warfare
throughout the cold war and how the knowledge of control or
preventing catastrophic nuclear war in the historic period is
significantly different from the current nuclear age from the
perspectives of what nations have weapons of what magnitude
and the potential for warfare the impact of nuclear exposure well
after the cold war is examined in osonos work which analyzes the
physiological and neurological impact of nuclear waste on
workers in china who unknowingly unearthed barrels of nuclear
waste nekola offers readers a view into the role of the exiled
czech political parties that operated in outside of the regulations
of the iron curtain after the 1948 communist coup maintaining
party publications and organization throughout the 1950s the
work of barnoi analyzes the relationship between the israeli and
soviet governments as the nation of israel was founded and
ultimately placed in the political crosshairs of world leaders from
1945 to 1967 palmadessas works on u s education k12
compulsory and higher education considers the ways in which
education responded to the call for patriotic support of the u s in
opposition to the communist regime in russia and the
understanding of the global role education was to play the cold
war shook the world its institutions cultural groups and scientific
communities to their core the cold war global impacts and
lessons learned offers readers insight into the immediate
challenges the continued obstacles and the knowledge gained
from this tumultuous period riddled with fear that dominates the
narrative of 20th century world history

The Soviet Union and Europe in the
Cold War, 1943-53 1997-08-12
after the cold war its history must be reassessed as the opening
of soviet archives allows a much fuller understanding of the
russian dimension these essays on the classic period of the cold
war 1945 53 use soviet and western sources to shed new light on
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stalin s aims objectives and actions on moscow s relations with
both the soviet bloc and the west european communist parties
and on the diplomatic relations of britain france and italy with
the ussr the contributors are prominent european russian and
american specialists

The Global Cold War 2005-10-24
the cold war shaped the world we live in today its politics
economics and military affairs this book shows how the
globalization of the cold war during the last century created the
foundations for most of the key conflicts we see today including
the war on terror it focuses on how the third world policies of the
two twentieth century superpowers the united states and the
soviet union gave rise to resentments and resistance that in the
end helped topple one superpower and still seriously challenge
the other ranging from china to indonesia iran ethiopia angola
cuba and nicaragua it provides a truly global perspective on the
cold war and by exploring both the development of
interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements that
confronted interventions the book links the past with the present
in ways that no other major work on the cold war era has
succeeded in doing

The Middle East in International
Relations 2005-01-24
the international relations of the middle east have long been
dominated by uncertainty and conflict external intervention
interstate war political upheaval and interethnic violence are
compounded by the vagaries of oil prices and the claims of
military nationalist and religious movements the purpose of this
book is to set this region and its conflicts in context providing on
the one hand a historical introduction to its character and
problems and on the other a reasoned analysis of its politics in an
engagement with both the study of the middle east and the
theoretical analysis of international relations the author who is
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one of the best known and most authoritative scholars writing on
the region today offers a compelling and original interpretation
written in a clear accessible and interactive style the book is
designed for students policymakers and the general reader

The Cold War: a Very Short
Introduction 2021-02-25
vividly written and based on up to date scholarship this title
provides an interpretive overview of the international history of
the cold war

Mao's China and the Cold War
2010-03-15
this comprehensive study of china s cold war experience reveals
the crucial role beijing played in shaping the orientation of the
global cold war and the confrontation between the united states
and the soviet union the success of china s communist revolution
in 1949 set the stage chen says the korean war the taiwan strait
crises and the vietnam war all of which involved china as a
central actor represented the only major hot conflicts during the
cold war period making east asia the main battlefield of the cold
war while creating conditions to prevent the two superpowers
from engaging in a direct military showdown beijing s split with
moscow and rapprochement with washington fundamentally
transformed the international balance of power argues chen
eventually leading to the end of the cold war with the collapse of
the soviet empire and the decline of international communism
based on sources that include recently declassified chinese
documents the book offers pathbreaking insights into the course
and outcome of the cold war
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An Analysis of John Lewis Gaddis's We
Now Know 2017-07-05
john lewis gaddis had written four previous books on the cold
war by the time he published we now know so the main thrust of
his new work was not so much to present new arguments as to re
examine old ones in the light of new evidence that began
emerging from behind the iron curtain after 1990 in this respect
we now know can be seen as an important exercise in evaluation
gaddis not only undertook to reassess his own positions arguing
that this was the only intellectually honest course open to him in
such changing circumstances but also took the opportunity to
address criticisms of his early works not least by post revisionist
historians the straightforwardness and flexibility that gaddis
exhibited in consequence enhanced his book s authority he also
deployed interpretative skills to help him revise his methodology
and reinterpret key historical arguments integrating new
comparative histories of the cold war era into his broader
argument

Cold War US Foreign Policy 2019-07-31
this book provides the first comprehensive description and
critique of the six most important historical interpretations of us
cold war foreign policy traditionalism revisionism post
revisionism corporatism world systems theory and post
structuralism the author uses the levels of analysis approach to
demonstrate how each of these perspectives can be understood
as an explanatory framework combining different types of factors
located at different levels of the international system this original
way of explaining the work of the historians discussed helps the
reader to see past the narrative and empirical elements of their
writings and to grasp more clearly the underlying theoretical
assumptions in each chapter a description of the perspective s
underlying theoretical framework and how it explains us foreign
policy is followed by a critique of that theory and explanation a
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central theme developed throughout the book is the difficulty of
managing the constant tension between the explanatory power of
theory and the historian s desire to encompass the complex
totality of historical events this critical companion can be read
alongside the works of the historians themselves showing how
they have sought to explain us cold war foreign policy and the
key differences between their perspectives key features 1st
complete discussion of the 6 schools of thought in one volume
discusses current issues such as corporatism world systems
theory and post structuralim in an accessible manner original
use of the levels of analysis framework in studying this subject
demonstrates in practical terms how each theory explains us cold
war foreign policy

International Cooperation in Cold War
Europe 2021
introduction part i intellectual origins and constitutive politics of
unece and the postwar european order 1940 47 chapter 1
planning for peace chapter 2 united nations in war and in peace
part ii reconstruction and the breakdown of east west relations
1947 52 chapter 3 the construction of western europe chapter 4
east west trade in the warly cold war part iii economic
cooperation in cold war europe 1949 60 chapter 5 unece as a
technical agency chapter 6 unece and east west trade after stalin
chapter 7 unece and western european integration epilogue east
west schism north south divide

Cold War Endgame 2010-11-01
cold war endgame is the product of an unusual collaborative
effort by policy makers and scholars to promote better
understanding of how the cold war ended it includes the
transcript of a conference hosted by former secretary of state
james baker and former soviet foreign minister alexander
bessmertnykh in which high level veterans of the bush and
gorbachev governments shared their recollections and
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interpretations of the crucial events of 1989 91 the revolutions in
eastern europe the reunification of germany the persian gulf war
the august 1991 coup and the collapse of the ussr taking this
testimony as a common reference and drawing on the most
recent evidence available six chapters follow in which historians
and political scientists explore the historical and theoretical
puzzles presented by this extraordinary transition this discussion
features a debate over the relative importance of ideas
personality and economic pressures in explaining the cold war s
end

Access to History: The USA & the Cold
War 1945-63 [Second Edition]
2002-08-30
this second edition has been updated to take account of recent
historical research into the period including up to date
interpretations relating to the cuban missile crisis the major
issues surrounding the origins of the cold war and its subsequent
escalation into a global power struggle between the united states
and the soviet union are examined through an accessible
narrative and comprehensive selection of sources the author also
provides an analysis of the extent to which the cold war had an
impact on america s political institutions and society the revised
study guides provide a firm basis for answering differentiated
source based and extended writing questions

The Cambridge History of the Cold War
2010-03-25
this volume examines the origins and early years of the cold war
in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of the period
a team of leading scholars shows how the conflict evolved from
the geopolitical ideological economic and sociopolitical
environments of the two world wars and interwar period
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The Cold War in the Classroom
2019-10-23
this book is open access under a cc by 4 0 license this book
explores how the socially disputed period of the cold war is
remembered in today s history classroom applying a diverse set
of methodological strategies the authors map the dividing lines
in and between memory cultures across the globe paying special
attention to the impact the crisis driven age of our present has
on images of the past authors analysing educational media point
to ambivalence vagueness and contradictions in textbook
narratives understood to be echoes of societal and academic
controversies others focus on teachers and the history classroom
showing how unresolved political issues create tensions in
history education they render visible how teachers struggle to
handle these challenges by pretending that what they do is just
history the contributions to this book unveil how teachers
backgrounding the political inherent in all memory practices
often nourish the illusion that the history in which they are
engaged is all about addressing the past with a reflexive and
disciplined approach

Fifteen Years of Fear 2018-11-30
the era immediately following world war ii is usually
remembered as an idyllic period in the united states of america
most people look back at that time as an era of malt shops school
dances and innocence in reality the fifteen years following wwii
were some of the most dangerous the nation ever faced lurking
in minds of all americans was the constant fear of a surprise
attack from the soviet union war with the communist nations of
the world appeared to be imminent at this time a new class of
leaders emerged to guide the united states the cold war struggle
brought out the best in some and the worst in others men like
truman macarthur eisenhower nixon mccarthy and kennedy
dominated the headlines and the political landscape this is the
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story of the opening chapter of the american cold war story and
the men who piloted the ship of state during that most dangerous
of times

Europe's Cold War Relations
2019-10-17
this thought provoking collection analyses the european
community s external relations between 1957 and 1992 with a
particular focus upon their broader impact and global
significance reconceptualizing the long arc of the ec s
international role from its inception in the 1950s to the end of
the cold war the chapters identify and assess the factors that
either supported or impeded europe s international projection
within this period organized into three parts the authors
investigate the ec s relations with key countries and world
regions discuss its activities within key policy areas and offer
reflections and conclusions on the various arguments that are
put forward each chapter considers the entire period from 1957
1992 to identify and explain overarching trends key decisions
and historical conjunctions through scholarly literature key
debates and original discussion of each topic or policy issue a
final chapter situates the main findings within wider contexts
situating the ec in cold war history bringing together
international history and international relations this project
allows for cross disciplinary dialogue and the careful discussion
of key concepts analytical approaches and empirical findings
filling a gap in our understanding of the early development of the
ec s role as an autonomous global actor this book holds
important messages for the modern day as the eu s position in
global politics continues to shape the world

Britain's Cold War 2019
the cultural history of the cold war has been characterised as an
explosion of fear and paranoia based on very little actual
intelligence both the us and soviet administrations have since
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remarked how far off the mark their predictions of the other s
strengths and aims were yet so much of the cultural output of the
period in television film and literature was concerned with the
end of the world here nicholas barnett looks at hart and design
opinion polls the mass observation movement popular fiction and
newspapers to show how british people felt about the soviet
union and the cold war in uncovering new primary source
material barnett shows exactly how this seeped in to the art
literature music and design of the period

Cold War Broadcasting 2010-08-20
the book examines the role of western broadcasting to the soviet
union and eastern europe during the cold war with a focus on
radio free europe and radio liberty it includes chapters by radio
veterans and by scholars who have conducted research on the
subject in once secret soviet bloc archives and in western
records it also contains a selection of translated documents from
formerly secret soviet and east european archives most of them
published here for the first time

Theory of Unipolar Politics 2014-04-21
theory of unipolar politics studies the durability and peacefulness
of the post cold war international system

The Rise and Decline of the Post-Cold
War International Order 2018-10-25
this books surveys the evolution of the international order in the
quarter century since the end of the cold war through the prism
of developments in key regional and functional parts of the
liberal international order 2 0 lio 2 0 and the roles played by two
key ordering powers the united states and the people s republic
of china among the partial orders analysed in the individual
chapters are the regions of europe the middle east and east asia
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and the international regimes dealing with international trade
climate change nuclear weapons cyber space and international
public health emergencies such as sars and zika to assess
developments in these various segments of the lio 2 0 and to
relate them to developments in the two other crucial levels of
political order order within nation states and at the global level
the volume develops a comprehensive integrated framework of
analysis that allows systematic comparison of developments
across boundaries between segments and different levels of the
international order using this framework the book presents a
holistic assessment of the trajectory of the international order
over the last decades the rise decline and demise of the lio 2 0
and causes of the dangerous erosion of international order over
the last decade

The Cold War 2008
the cold war offers a detailed treatment of one of the most
complex eras of the 20th century dunbabin delivers a balanced
perspective on the key events and helps the reader to gain a
deeper understanding of why they happened as they did

Neutrality and Neutralism in the
Global Cold War 2015-12-22
this book sheds new light on the foreign policies roles and
positions of neutral states and the non aligned movement nam in
the global cold war the volume places the neutral states and the
nam in the context of the cold war and demonstrates the links
between the east the west and the so called third world in doing
so this collection provides readers an alternative way of
exploring the evolution and impact of the cold war on north
south connections that challenges traditional notions of the post
1945 history of international relations the various contributions
are framed against the backdrop of the evolution of the cold war
international system and the decolonization process in the
southern hemisphere by juxtaposing the policies of european
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neutrals and countries of the nam this book offers new
perspectives on the evolution of the cold war with the links
between these two groups of countries receiving very little
attention in cold war scholarship the volume thus offers a
window into a hitherto neglected perspective on the cold war via
a series of case studies the chapters here present new viewpoints
on the evolution of the global cold war through the exploration of
the ensuing internal and mainly external policy choices of these
nations this book will be of much interest to students of cold war
studies international history foreign policy security studies and ir
in general

Exiting the Cold War, Entering a New
World 2019-11-12
this book explores how and why the dangerous yet seemingly
durable and stable world order forged during the cold war
collapsed in 1989 and how a new order was improvised out of its
ruins it is an unusual blend of memoir and scholarship that takes
us back to the years when the east west conflict came to a
sudden end and a new world was born in this book senior
officials and opinion leaders from the united states russia
western and eastern europe who were directly involved in the
decisions of that time describe their considerations concerns and
pressures they are joined by scholars who have been able to
draw on newly declassified archival sources to revisit this
challenging period

Constructing a Post-war Order 2011
introduction chapter 1 the imperial world chapter 2 the trouble
with american power chapter 3 organising post war order
chapter 4 visions of post war order chapter 5 the british
commonwealth in global affairs chapter 6 functional negotiations
chapter 7 the great powers and collective security chapter 8
failure chapter 9 regional integration imperial disintegration
conclusion the reinvention of the west
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The End of the Cold War and the
Causes of Soviet Collapse 2004-04-30
soviet efforts to end the cold war were intended to help revitalize
the ussr instead nick bisley argues they contributed crucially to
its collapse using historical sociological theory the end of the
cold war and the causes of soviet collapse shows that
international confrontation had been an important element of
soviet rule and that the retreat from this confrontational posture
weakened institutional functional aspects of the state this played
a vital role in making the ussr vulnerable to the forces of
economic crisis elite fragmentation and nationalism which
ultimately caused its collapse

The Shape of the Future 1995
in this text the author develops the general thesis that as most of
the old second communist world has disappeared what is left is a
world composed of two different kinds of states or tiers the first
tier the development market democracies and the second tier the
old third world a major question facing the international order is
whether the former communist states will end up in the first or
second tier the text also discusses the collapse of the soviet
union and the tragedies in africa and the former yugoslavia

Fearing the Worst 2019-11-26
after world war ii the escalating tensions of the cold war shaped
the international system fearing the worst explains how the
korean war fundamentally changed postwar competition between
the united states and the soviet union into a militarized
confrontation that would last decades samuel f wells jr examines
how military and political events interacted to escalate the
conflict decisions made by the truman administration in the first
six months of the korean war drove both superpowers to
intensify their defense buildup american leaders feared the worst
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case scenario that stalin was prepared to start world war iii and
raced to build up strategic arms resulting in a struggle they did
not seek out or intend their decisions stemmed from incomplete
interpretations of soviet and chinese goals especially the belief
that china was a kremlin puppet yet stalin mao and kim il sung
all had their own agendas about which the united states lacked
reliable intelligence drawing on newly available documents and
memoirs including previously restricted archives in russia china
and north korea wells analyzes the key decision points that
changed the course of the war he also provides vivid profiles of
the central actors as well as important but lesser known figures
bringing together studies of military policy and diplomacy with
the roles of technology intelligence and domestic politics in each
of the principal nations fearing the worst offers a new account of
the korean war and its lasting legacy

The Reagan Doctrine 1994-05-25
doctrines have been a prevalent form of foreign policy in u s
history this study seeks to explain their origins by examining the
reagan doctrine pledging aid to anticommunist guerillas in the
third world based on original research and interviews with
numerous individuals in the reagan administration the author
applies two alternative explanations realist theory focusing on
the international level of analysis and elite beliefs theory
focusing on individual political leaders and their beliefs what he
finds is that while each perspective is necessary to explain the
reagan doctrine neither is sufficient by itself

Whose World Order? 1995-03-02
the contributors to this volume share regional perspectives on
questions about peace and security economic growth and welfare
and democracy and civil society in the post cold war world the
conclusions are that there has been uneven globalization with
strong regional variation
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The Origins of the Cold War
2017-11-28
a lively and accessible new introduction to the origins and
emergence of the cold war caroline kennedy pipe brings to life
the clashes of ideas and personalities that led russia and america
into decades of conflict and draws out important lessons for
policy and analysis in today s equally formative period in world
affairs

Israel and the Cold War 2013
introduction chapter 1 from the margins to the centre israel s
policy of the periphery 1948 55 chapter 2 iran and israel 1956
1972 calculated ambivalence chapter 3 iran and israel 1973 1982
from consolidation to revolution chapter 4 turkey and israel 1956
1972 alignment and ambivalence chapter 5 turkey and israel
1973 1982 rejection and realignment chapter 6 ethiopia and
israel 1956 1972 from partner to pariah chapter 7 ethiopia and
israel 1973 1982 pressure and resistance chapter 8 the policy of
the periphery conclusion

India and the Cold War 2019-08-13
this collection of essays inverts the way we see the cold war by
looking at the conflict from the perspective of the so called
developing world rather than of the superpowers through the
birth and first decades of india s life as a postcolonial nation
contributors draw on a wide array of new material from recently
opened archival sources to literature and film and meld
approaches from diplomatic history to development studies to
explain the choices india made and to frame decisions by its
policy makers together the essays demonstrate how india
became a powerful symbol of decolonization and an advocate of
non alignment disarmament and global governance as it stood
between the united states and the soviet union actively fostering
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dialogue and attempting to forge friendships without entering
into formal alliances sweeping in its scope yet nuanced in its
analysis this is the authoritative account of india and the cold
war contributors priya chacko anton harder syed akbar hyder
raminder kaur rohan mukherjee swapna kona nayudu pallavi
raghavan srinath raghavan rahul sagar and waheguru pal singh
sidhu

The Cold War 2011
the cold war lasted for more than fifty years and polarized the
world rooted in political and ideological disagreements dating
back to the russian revolution of 1917 the war emerged from
disputes that intensified in the wake of world war ii in the cold
war a history in documents second edition allan m winkler
excerpts speeches by soviet premier joseph stalin and british
prime minister winston churchill in order to demonstrate the
growing abyss between the two political systems president harry
s truman s announcement of the existence of a soviet atomic
bomb and his speech to congress launching the truman doctrine
testify to the gravity of the situation the complex politics of the
vietnam war appear in voices of those as divergent as vietnamese
nationalist ho chi minh president lyndon b johnson antiwar
protestors and a participant in the my lai massacre a picture
essay the atom unleashed provides a collection of photographs
and cartoons tracing one of the most controversial discoveries of
the twentieth century and a final chapter chronicles in detail the
end of the cold war the second edition of the cold war a history in
documents offers more thorough coverage of the 1970s through
the1990s the book features additional material on china and
africa and several new images including a herblock editorial
cartoon about the marshall plan and a french communist party
poster for peace in vietnam there is also a revised note on
sources and interpretation and updates to the lists of further
reading and websites
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The New Chapter in United States-
Russian Relations 1994-12-08
this edited collection examines the future of united states russian
relations prospects for improving diplomatic military economic
environmental and technological cooperation between the u s
and the post soviet state
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